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Introduction OH-l

As a natural consequence of observing the actions and forces of everyday objects, we develop an
intuitive feel for how things behave in our day-to-day world. For example, we are surprised
when a person can easily carry several times their own weight. On the other hand, we routinely
see ants and other insects carrying objects many times their own weight. This observation goes
against our natural intuition that has been developed by observation of macro scale objects. The
reason for this counterintuitive observation is the physics of scaling. When applied to the case of
the ant, the physics of scaling shows that in proportion to weight, small animals should be
stronger than large animals. This simple example of strength-to-weight is only one of many
parameters that vary as a function of the size of the object being considered. The advent of
micromachining, LIGA, and the production of mesoscale and microscale systems is leading to
the development of complex systems on a smaller size scale than previously imagined. In the
design and development of these small-scale systems, simple geometric scaling is not always
appropriate because of the different way parameters vary with scale. For this reason, it is
important to understand how basic design parameters change with scale factor. A knowledge of
the general behavior of these scaling relationships is important both to avoid pitfalls in small-
scale systems design and to provide direction into areas where scaling can be used to an
advantage.

The techniques for developing scaling laws are derived and explained here. Specific scaling
laws are developed and verified primarily using examples from natural systems. Finally,
applications of the scaling laws are discussed to help provide direction in small-scale systems
design. The laws developed are expressed as the variation of the property of interest with respect
to the scale factor. The scale factor chosen is the characteristic length. Another scale factor,
such as one based on area or volume, could be used as well and, while the individual scaling
laws would be different, the relationships between scaling laws would be invariant. By using the
characteristic length as the variable in determining the scaling behavior of parameters, scaling is
defined as simply reducing or increasing the linear dimensions of an object by the same factor.
Variation in parameters of interest then can be studied as a function of linear scale only.

Initially, simple scaling laws are derived from first principles where the basis for these laws is
obvious. Combining these simple scaling laws with each other and with other engineering
relationships produces more complex, and less intuitive, laws. Laws are expressed as an
exponent of the characteristic length. For example, the volume of an object scales with the cube
of the characteristic length since volume is determined by multiplying together the length in all
three dimensions. This means that the volume scaling law is a third order law. Most scaling
laws can be expressed as integral powers of the characteristic length, although in some cases,
non-integral powers may be required and, due to some uncertainties, occasionally a range of
exponents may be needed to cover all the behavior expected in a certain scaling law. Scaling
laws may be of positive or negative order with positive order laws implying that the property
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grows with increasing scale and negative order laws meaning the property grows with decreasing
scale. A zero order law implies that a property is invariant with scale. More concisely, positive
orders affect large objects and negative orders affect small objects.
All scaling laws presented here are, by their nature, very simplistic and applicability over a wide
range may be limited. For example, in laws involving fluid mechanics, effects of a boundary
layer or transition from turbulent to Iaminar flow are ignored. In terrain covering laws, the
variation in expected relative size of obstacles is ignored. There are many other instances where
other important effects may be ignored. It is important to remember that these laws are intended
to provide guidance and intuition into the microdomain but are not meant as a substitute for
detailed analysis.

Deriving scaling laws
The derivation of a scaling laws is a relatively straightforward process. It involves constructing
of the appropriate equation that relates the property of interest to the characteristic length. as a
first example consider the mass moment of inertia which is defined by the equation:

I = ~rzdm

where dnz is the mass of a differential volume of the object and r is the distance from the axis of
rotation to the differential mass. This is all the information needed to produce a scaling law.
Only the behavior of the parameter is important. The specifics of the geometry that determine
the actual moment of inertia are not of interest here. This is an important point in determining
scaling laws. Difficult equations for which no closed form solutions exist are perfectly useful.
Only the behavior of the equation regarding length scales is important. Because of this,
evaluating an integral or solving of differential equation is not required to produce the scaling
law. Since the differential mass is directly proportional to volume it is a third order term.
Similarly, the square of the distance is a second order term By adding the exponents, a fifth
order scaling law for mass moment of inertia results. This high positive order means that mass
moment of inertia rapidly becomes unimportant for small-scale systems. This technique is
equally applicable to more complex relationships. For example, Consider the scaling law for the
electrostatic force between the two charged bodies. Several intermediate relationships are ‘
required to determine this law. The first is the definition of capacitance between two flat plates:

C=*

where C is the capacitance, s is the permeability of the material between the plates, A is the area
of the plates and x is the distance between them. This equation is only true for a parallel plate
capacitor. However, in the context of scaling laws, the behavior of the relationship is all that is
important. Although geometric factors signify complicate the solution for other geometries, the
capacitance is still proportional to the area of the body and inversely proportional to the spacing.
‘Therefore capacitance is a first order scaling law. The relationship between the charge on a
capacitor (q), applied voltage (V), and the capacitance (C’)is:

q=cv
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In order to use this relationship, the appropriate scaling law for the applied voltage is needed.
For a relatively wide range of scales, voltage is essentially invariant. For example, fractional
horsepower DC motors routinely operate at 6-12 volts. The smallest mechanically commutated
DC motors (with a diameter of 8 mm) operate between six and eight volts. Smaller electrically
commutated (1.9-5 mm diameter). motors operate in the region of 3-5 volts. With microscale
devices the attitude voltage increases somewhat. The change in voltage is much less than the
change in scale so the voltage can be considered invariant. For microscale systems this may not
hold true. At some point the breakdown strength of the insulator becomes important and the
applied voltage then is limited making voltage linearly dependent on scale. For the constant
voltage case the charge on a capacitor is a first order law.

For a constant charge the force between charge bodies can be determined directly by
electrostatics but constant charge results increased voltage as the plates approach each other.
This is contrary to most electromechanical systems. The constant voltage condition is much
closer to actual practice but requires a more complicated analysis. The force will be determined
by the examining the change in energy with respect to change in plate spacing. By definition,
this is the force between the charge bodies.

As the distance between the plates changes, the energy of the system changes. The energy
entering the system is from the charge source which operates at constant voltage. This energy
input:

As the plates move, the electrical field between the plates increases. the electric field (E) is
defined as:

The electric field scales as order negative one. The specific energy of the region between the
plates (energy per unit volume) is a function of the electrical field is:

The specific energy is a scaling law of order –2. These two contributions to the total energy can
be combined to produce a total energy relation for the system which is:

U=~Vdq–uAx

the total system energy is a first order scaling law. Notice that both the energy contributed by
the changing field and that contributed by the changing charge are of the same order. This is not
necessarily correct for all systems. It is possible that different effects contributing to the same
parameter can have different order scaling laws. The electrostatic force (F) is the change in
energy with respect to distance:
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Therefore, the electrostatic force is a zero order scaling law. This means that for a given
geometry held at constant voltage, the force between charged bodies is invariant with scale. This
result is surprising and demonstrates the potential for gaining important insights through scaling
laws. Again, in this relatively complex example only the form of the governing equation is
needed to assess the order of the scaling law.

This same technique can be applied to develop many useful scaling laws. Tables 1-6 document a
number of these. Each table gives the name of the scaling law indexed by an alphanumeric code,
a single governing relation used to determine the law, and the resulting order. In addition, the
variables that comprise the law are defined. For scaling laws that are derived by combinations of
other laws, the scaling law formula is written in terms of the alphanumeric codes of the
contributing scaling laws. The six tables are arbitrarily divided with each table representing a
specific area of scaling laws. A discussion of the more complex scaling laws along with
verification and potential uses of the individual laws is presented with each six tables.

Geometric scaling laws
Geometric scaling laws relate directly to the size of an object. The geometric laws listed in table
1 are largely self explanatory. The primary application of geometric scaling laws is in the
development of more complex rules to be discussed later. However, even simple geometric
scaling laws can provide important insights.

Law G5, strength-to-weight ratio, was discussed in the introduction regarding the lack of
intuition in small-scale. This law also illustrates another important point regarding scaling laws.
Again, consider the strength comparison between an ant and a human. The human body length is
about 300 times that of an ant. Since a human can carry approximately one body weight, the law
predicts that a l/300th scale human could carry 300 times its body weight. Even though ants
carry objects much larger than themselves, typically the weight is in the range of 10-50 times the
body weight. There is a significant discrepancy here. This is caused by the difference between a
scaled human form than that of an ant. Because of the increased strength-to-weight ratio, an ant
is proportionately more slender than a human. This is perhaps more obvious if the inverse case
is considered. An ant, scaled to human size, would have legs far too thin to support its own
weight.

In applying scaling laws, the ramifications of this fact must be considered. For example, in
predicting the efficiency of a small scale electric motor, scaling laws will only predict the
efficiency of a larger motor that is uniformly scaled to a smaller size. Design of small-scale
motors is not done this way. Instead changes are made to the relative geometry to help increase
efficiency, torque, and power. This does not mean that the scaling laws are not useful. The
design changes made with reducing size serve primarily to delay the ultimate effect of the
scaling law. At some point, as size is further reduced, the effect of the appropriate scaling laws
will be felt. In summary, scaling laws are useful, they give proper information, but they must be
used with caution and with the knowledge that they are only strictly valid in cases of uniform
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geometric scaling. In cases where uniform scaling does not exist the scaling laws still provide
valuable information regarding the behavior of small-scale systems.

Name Formula Order Variables
G1. Length (L) L 1 L - Length(1)

G2. Area (A) ACCL2 2

G3. Volume/weight/mass (V) I VWL3 131

G4. Mass Moment of Inertia (I) I=~r2dm 5 r – Distancefromaxis (1)
dm - differentialmass (3)

G5: Strength-to-weight ratio G2 : G3 -1

G6: Stress limited rotational

r

-1 v - Poisson’sratio (0)

speed (CD)
‘=: (3:b

p - Materialdensity(0)
0- Allowablestress (0)
r – Disk radius (1)

G7: Stress limited power (P) P = Frco F F – Forceproducingthe motion
(variable)
r – Armatureradius (1)
0- Stress limitedrotation(-1)

Table 1: Geometric scaling laws

The highest order law shown here is that for the moment of inertia (G4). An example of this law
is the fact that small motors, both electric and combustion powered, are able to reach top speed
in a fraction of a second, but large motors may require many seconds to reach full speed.This
example is indicative of a larger trend for small-scale systems. Both mass and moment of inertia
are relatively high order laws so the effects of mass and dynamic and gravitational forces
become much less important in small scale. Typically, electrostatic, magnetic, and surface
tension forces become dominant. This will be discussed later in the appropriate specific sections.

Some discussion of the stress limited scaling laws (G6 and G7) is also in order. These laws
primarily apply to rotary actuators. the very nature of a small-scale rotary actuator means that, ,
for a given angular velocity the stresses induced by centripital acceleration decrease with
decreasing scale. This means that, based solely on stresses, small actuators can operate at higher
speeds. The stress limited scaling laws assume that there is a maximum allowable stress which
is invariant with scale and then determine the speed and power achievable without exceeding this
stress. Law G6 shows that allowable angular velocity is inversely proportional to linear scale.
This is easily observed in practice, small-scale internal combustion engines typically run at over
10,000 rpm while their large-scale counterparts run at a few thousand rpm. The law is even
more evident among electric motors where much smaller devices are available. The small
RMB Smoovy brushless DC motors with diameters of 3-5 mm operate at about 100,000 rpm.
Motors 10 times this size typically operate around 10,000 rpm. Increasing the size by another
factor 10 decreases typical operating speeds by about the factor of 10. I An general, these
motors are operated at the highest speed practical in order to achieve maximum power in
efficiency from a given package.
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Fluid scaling laws
Fluid scaling laws relate to the buoyant, drag, and lift forces generated by immersion in or
relative velocity to a fluid. The scaling laws are very simple relationships by their very nature
and do not account for changes in flow regimes over a range of scales. Table 2 lists the fluid
scaling laws.

Name I Formula
F1. Buoyant Force

F2. Buoyant Force-to-Weight F1
Ratio z

F3. Viscous Forces
F = A~~

F4. Surface tension force I F = 2mm-

F5. Surface tension-to-weight F4
ratio =

W-J

F6: Drag/lift forces
F=: CpAv2

I
L

Order
3

0

1+U

1

-2

2+2V

Variables
y - Body specificgravity(0)
yf- Fluid specificgravity(0)
V– Volume(3)

y – Viscosity(0)
A - Area (2)
u – Relativefluid velocity
x –Distancefrom body (1)

0- Surfacetension (0)
i-– Contactradius (1)

C – Dragcoefficient(0)
p - Fluid density (0)
A - Body area (2)
v– Fluid relativevelocity

Table 2: Fluid scaling laws

The important concept of variable order scaling laws is introduced here. Laws F3 and F6 relate
to forces produced by moving fluid, but they are of variable order. In both cases, the relative
fluid velocity affects the order of the law. These laws are expressed this way because the
specific application determines the scale factor that should be applied to fluid velocity. For
example consider a flying vehicle where law F6 is applicable. If the vehicle flies at a scale speed
where velocity scales with size then the scaling order of v is one resulting in an overall order fo!
F6 of four. If a vehicle is being designed to maintain constant speed regardless of scale then the
velocity does not scale with size and the law is of order two.

Variable order laws can also be used to predict desired parameters to achieve performance. For a
flying vehicle, important considerations are the lift-to-weight ratio and power-to-weight ratios.
Combining laws G3 and F6 gives a lift-to-weight ratio of 2v-1; This result can be used directly
to predict the required speed of a scale flying vehicle. The lift-to-weight ratio should be
invariant with scale to achieve flight, so a zero order scaling law is needed. This can be achieved
by setting the scale factor for the fluid velocity to Y2. This means that velocity must scale as the
square root of length to achieve sufficient lift.

Based on this, consider the power requirements. Power is the product of force and velocity. The
lift-to-drag ratio is invariant with scale so the drag force-to-weight ratio is a zero order law
Since sufficient lift is achieved when the velocity is a Y2 order law, the power-to-weight ratio is
also Y2 order law.
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The validity of these laws can be readily examined by comparing the appropriate specifications
of some different aircraft. For this comparison a very large scale range has been chosen. The
three aircraft being compared are a Boeing 747-400, a Cessna Skyhawk, and a 1/1O scale model
Skyhawk typical of a model radio control airplanes. In terms of vehicle scale these craft vary by
a factor of 60. Table 3 lists various specifications and parameters for these three aircraft.

Property Boeing 747-400 Cessna 172 1/10 Scale Cessna
Wingspan, L (m) 64.3 11.0 1.1

Weight, W (kg) 363,000 1110 1.4

Takeoff S~eed, V+(m/see) 63 26 8

Fuel Consumption, m’ (kg/hr) 1200 31 0.27

Air Density, p (kg/m3) 0.46 0.91 1.22

Overall Power Plant Efficiency, q (%) 25 25 2.5

Table 3: Specifications for selected fixed wing aircraft

To examine the validity of the scale in laws, invariant factors have been developed. These
incorporate the power, drag, and velocity scaling laws previously derived. The laws are
combined in quotient form to yield a zero order (or invariant) scaling law. Finally, an
appropriate root of the resulting factor is taken so the order of the numerator and denominator is
the same as the length scale. This allows the range or variation of the resulting factors to be
compared directly to the range in length. These invariant factors are related to takeoff velocity,
density, drag-to-weight ratio, and power-to-weight ratio. Table 4 lists these invariant factors for
the three aircraft.

Invariant Linear Factor ! Boeing 747-400 I Cessna 172 ! 1/10 Scale Cessna
7.89 7.92 7.47

Takeoff Velocity ~
>

r

1.11 0.945 0.978
Density s ~

r

L2V,2
3.57 4.20 3.91

Drag-to-weight 3 —
w

r

~m 2.3 1.5 1.4
Power-to-weight q —~ P&.1

Table 4: Tabulation of invariant factors for selected aircraft

The invariant factors show that the scaling laws are of course not perfect but are surprisingly
close for the range of aircraft considered. The maximum variation over this range for the
invariant factors is 1.64 compared to a difference of a factor of 60 in length scale. These aircraft
also vary widely in propulsion plants, operating environments, and application. Regardless of
these factors the scaling laws are still quite accurate.
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Other qualitative observations from nature also serve to verify these fluid scaling laws. Consider
the drag-to-weight ratio (F6/G3) for a velocity that is invariant with scale. This is a scaling law
of order –1. An example of invariant velocity is wind. Regardless of vehicle scale, the wind
speed is the same so, for a given wind speed, the drag-to-weight ratio on a body is inversely
proportional to the scale making wind effect more significant as scale size is reduced. This is
borne out in nature where insects such as mosquitoes are only seen flying in relatively still air.
On the other hand, even small birds are able to navigate with moderate success in relatively high
winds.

Another example is surface tension to weight ratio. F5 relates surface tension to weight as a –2
order law. This means that small objects have a much greater ability to be supported on a liquid
surface by surface tension alone. This is demonstrated by the existence of water skating insects
and, on a much smaller scale the ability of dust and pollen to float even though the density of the
object is greater than water. The negative second order means that this effect quickly becomes
negligible for macroscale objects.

Electrical scaling laws
In small-scale electricity is the predominant source of energy. Small-scale electric power
supplies (batteries), actuators, controls and sensors are common and well developed. Because of
this scaling laws relating to electrical properties are of great importance. To date, many of the
smallest vehicles produced have used electromagnetic motors for propulsion. Current MEMS
technology has employed electrostatic forces in the development of actuators primarily because
no efficient technique has been devised for combining electromagnetic elements with surface
micromachining. The electrical scaling laws derived here examine resistive, magnetic, inductive
and electrostatic effects. Table 5 lists these scaling laws.

Even the simplest of these electrical scaling laws have useful implications. Consider law E2 for
resistive power loss. The constant voltage form of the law rather than constant current is used
here because voltage is relatively constant with scale. For example, motors with power ratings
of 1-10 hp are available with operating voltages of 10-200 volts while the smallest
electromagnetic motors available operate in the 5-50 volt range. Power loss due to resistance is a
first order law. For a system that carries its own power supply, the total available energy and
power. is directly related to the system volume so the ratio of power loss to available energy is a
–2 order law. This imposes a severe penalty on small-scale systems. Specifically, as system size
is reduced, the fraction of available energy lost the resistance heating increases as the reciprocal
square of the scale. The example above of large and small-scale motors covAnders about one
order of magnitude in linear scale. Over this range the fraction of power lost to resistance will
increase by factor of 100. Of course, as with any scaling law prediction this holds true only if
the large-scale motor is linearly reduced the size. In practice, many changes must be made to
design to maintain suitable efficiency. The point here is that reducing size inherently reduces
efficiency and there is a definite limit to what steps can be taken to mitigate this effect. In actual
practice large-scale motors operate at 80-90% efficiency while small-scale motors typically
operate around 30-50% efficiency. Many smaller motors tend to run hotter than their large-scale
counterparts because the surface area to volume ratio that determines ability to remove waste
heat is a -1 order law and cannot keep up with the increasing power loss.
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Name
El. Resistance

E2. Resistive power loss
(P)

E3. Inductance(1)

E4. Magnetic field,
constant current (B)

E5. Magnetic field,
constant voltage (1?)

E6. Magnetic force on a
moving conductor (fl

E7: Force between magnets

(F)

ES: Capacitance (C’)

E9: Capacitor electric field

(E)

E1O: Electric field energy
density (u)

E 11: Force between
capacitor plates (constant
voltage) (F)

Formula

R=p:

1 – W2A
x

~= p.OiLxr

4zr3

~= PovLxr

4nr3R

~ = B2L2V

R

u =~&E2
2

F=#_jVd(CV)-uAx

%-der Variables

-1 p - Resktivky (0)
L- Length(1)
A - Area(2)

1 V - Voltage(0)
R - Resistance(-1)

1 u - Magneticpermeability(0)
N- Numberof turns (0)
A - Inductorarea (2)
x – Inductorlength(1)

-1 pO- Free spacepermeability(0)
i – Current(0)
L – Conductorlengthvector (1)

o r – Distanceto conductor(1)
V- voltage(0)

I R – Cond;ctor resistance(-1)
4 I B - Magneticfieldstrength(0)

~ - Conductorlength (1)
v– Conductorvelocity(1)
R - Conductorresistance(-1)

2 B – Magneticfield strength(0)
p – Magneticpermeability(0)
r – Distancebetweenmagnets(l)
A – Field area (2)
x – Field depth (1)

1 .S– Permeabilityof dielectric(0)
A - Plate area (2)
x – Plate spacing(1)

-1 V– Plate voltage(0)
E – Electricfield strength(-1)

1-2
C – Capacitance(1)

I

o

Table 5: Electrical scaling laws

Most macroscopic electric motors rely on magnetic fields produced by electric” currents. As
shown by law E5, the constant voltage magnetic field is invariant with scale. Also, the magnetic
field produced by permanent magnets is invariant with scale. In an electric motor the magnetic
force on a moving conductor frequently provides the forced to operate the motor. The force on a
moving conductor (E6) is a 4th order law. Motor torque is the product of force and radius and is
therefore a fifth order law. Combining this with law G7 for stress limited power results in a
fourth order law for power and a first order law for power-to-weight ratio Empirical evidence
for these scaling laws is easily found. For example, consider the fifth order torque scaling law.
Figure 1 is a plot of motor size vs. torque for a series of commercially available permanent
magnet DC motors. The motor sc~e here is defined as the cube root of the motor volume and
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has units of mm. The correlation between the actual torque and the prediction using the fifth
order scaling law is very strong. .

These laws have significant implications for the design of small-scale electromagnetic motors.
Specifically, the power-to-weight ratio drops linearly with decreasing scale. As small-scale
systems call for smaller and smaller motors, motors operating on other than electromagnetic
principles will be needed.

0

I I

00
0+

0 +
i-

o

I I I I I
15 20 25 30 35 0

Motor Scale (mm)

Figure 1: Variation of DC motor torque with scale

Electric actuators using electrostatic forces, have been designed and used on microscale devices.
Electrostatic forces are those developed between two charged bodies. The two bodies of an
electrostatic device act as a capacitor where energy is stored in the electric field between the
bodies. As the bodies approach each other, the amount of energy stored in the field changes and
the amount of charge on the two bodies can also change. The variation of electrostatic forces
with scale can be analyzed by examining a parallel plate capacitor. The scaling laws required to
analyze electrostatic devices are E8-E11. Some explanation is in order concerning the derivation
and applicability of these laws.

As with other electrical scaling laws a constant voj.tage assumption is used. For an isolated
parallel plate capacitor (constant charge) the voltage will increase as the plates are brought
together. For a constant voltage system, charge must be removed from the plates to maintain
constant voltage. The form of equation for law E 11 includes this changing charge at constant
voltage in the term V d(CV). The force between the capacitor plates is defined as the change in
energy with changing plate spacing for both the electric field and the charge being transferred to
or from the plates. Surprisingly, this is a zero order law. This is because competing effects are
at work here. As the plate area is reduced with scale, the force is reduced proportionately.
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However, the reduced gap and the increased electric field caused by the reduced gap both serve
to increase the force per unit area. The result is an invariant force with scale.

The electrostatic force is invariant with scale so a capacitor held at constant voltage with the
same aspect ratio (ALx)will exhibit the same force between of the parallel plates regardless of
size. Law G7 states that the stress limited power of a device is of the same order as the force
used to produce the motion. This means that a stress limited electrostatic motor will produce the
same amount of power regardless of size. The power-to-weight ratio of an electrostatic motor is
a law of order –3. Even at constant speed the power-to-weight ratio is of order -2. Perhaps this
explains why macroscale electrostatic motors are very rare and those that exist operate at very
high voltages. MEMS devices are frequently powered by electrostatic actuators. The reason for
this is not the attractiveness as an efficient power plant, but rather the fact that all other types of
motors and actuators requiring wound coils are impractical to fabricate on this scale.

Since both the force and stress limited power of such devices are invariant with scale, the size of
such devices should be as small is practical and should be controlled by the limits that the
micromachining process places on the electrode gap. As gap sizes are reduced, the constant
voltage assumption will eventually fail. At some point, the breakdown strength of the air gap
will control the field strength such that law E9 becomes a zero order law. Law E 11 then
becomes a first order law so that device force and power decreases linearly with scale.

Thermodynamic Scaling Laws

In macroscale devices, thermodynamic cycles based on combustion are used almost exclusively
when a large portable power source is needed. Examples include gasoline and diesel internal
combustion engines, gas turbines, steam turbines, jet engines, and rockets. The relatively low
energy density of electrochemical power supplies such as batteries as compared to combustion
makes thermodynamic cycles very attractive. Because of this, it is useful to examine how
scaling laws affect the various properties of thermodynamic cycles.

Law T1 shows that the available energy scales with the system mass. Because the pressure
generated by chemical reaction is constant the available force from the combustion reaction is a
second order law (T2). Combining this with G7 gives a stress limited power that is also a
second order law. Although G7 was derived for rotary motion this applies equally well to line%
actuators. Stress limited power density then is a law of order –1. To attain stress limited power
requires that smaller systems operate at higher speeds. Typically this is the case. Macroscale
internal combustion engines with displacements of hundreds of cubic inches operate at a few
thousand rpm. Small-scale counterparts with displacements of a few tenths of a cubic inch (one-
tenth the linear scale of the macroscale counterparts) operate at tens of thousands of rpm. Stress
limited speed (G6) predicts a rotational speed proportional to the reciprocal of scale and that is
borne out here.

Some simple but valuable relationships for scaling of thermodynamic cycles arise from
consideration of heat loss and heat generation (T4-T6). In general, a chemical reaction will
proceed at a rate based on pressure and temperature conditions where the heat production is’
directly proportional to the volume of reacting material resulting in a third order scaling law
(T4). On the other hand, heat losses whether by conduction, convection, or radiation are
dependent on the surface area for a second order scaling law (T5). The ratio of heat production
to heat loss for a chemical reaction is of order 1 (T6) so the heat production to loss ratio
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increases with scale. In the macroscopic world this effect is well known. For example in the
handling of explosives and packaging of self-reacting gases, large continuous volumes of the
reacting substance are not allowed. This is because, in a large volume, the heat generation rate
can exceed the heat loss rate causing the temperature to increase thereby accelerating the
reaction. The larger the volume the higher the temperature before equilibrium is established and,
if the volume is too large; spontaneous reaction of the material will occur. In small-scale the
reverse is true. For microscale devices operating at a fixed pressure and temperature, a minimum
volume exists beyond which the reaction rate of the combustion cannot supply sufficient heat to
maintain the combustion temperature. For any miniature combustion reaction, this effect must
be taken into account, The limits for combustion can be estimated if enough information about
the combustion reaction rate is known.

The above assumes that the combustion reaction takes place over the entire reacting volume.
Many combustion reactions proceed by means of a flame front moving through the volume. In
such cases, the flame front and the heat loss parameters are both second order with scale
meaning that the heat loss to generation ratio is also invariant with scale. Which model is correct
is dependent on the conditions of combustion.

From simple observation, it appears that the lower combustion volume is well above the scale of
surface micro-machine devices, but below that of currently produced engines. The smallest
commercially produced internal combustion engine has a displacement of 0.01 cubic inches. At
this displacement the specific power in horsepower per cubic inch is still significantly above that
of ordinary automotive engines. On the other hand, flame arrestors frequently used in gas and
flammability detection systems employ mesh screens with holes small enough so that the flame
front is quenched as it passes through the screen. This quenching action occurs because heat loss
from the folded flame front to the screen is significantly larger than the heat contributed by
combustion along the front. A typical volume in the mesh is on the order of 10-6 cubic inches.
The usable volume for ordinary combustion probably lies somewhere between these two
extremes.

Name Formula Order I Variables
T1. Fuel energy Q=hm 3 m – Fuel mass (3)

h - Fuel heat of formation (0)

T2. Available force F=PA 2 P – Reaction pressure (0)
A – Prime mover area (2)

T3. Heat production rate qP = hrn 3 h - Fuel heat of formation(0)
?iz- Fuel consumption rate (3)

T4. Heat loss rate ~~ = CAf(T) 1 C – Heat transfer coefficient (0)
A - Surface area (2)
flT) - Suitable function of associated
temperatures (0)

T5. Heat production-to-loss ratio T3 1

E

Table 6: Thermodynamic scaling laws
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Summary

The set of laws developed and presented here is by no means exhaustive. Techniques have been
present to aid in the development of additional scaling laws and to combine these and other laws
to produce additional useful relationships. Some of the relationships produced here have yielded
perhaps surprising results. Examples include the fifth order scaling law for electromagnetic
motor torque and the zero order scaling law for capacitive motor power. These laws demonstrate
important facts about actuators in small-scale systems.

The primary intent of this introduction into scaling law analysis is to provide needed tools to
examine possible areas of the research in small-scale systems and direct research toward more
fruitful areas. Numerous examples have been included to show the validity of developing
scaling laws based on first principles and how real world systems ‘tend to obey these laws even
when many other variables may potentially come into play. Development of further laws may
well serve to provide important high-level direction to the continued development of small-scale
systems.

Sandia is a multiprogrzsm laboratory
operated by Sandia Corporation, a
Lockheed Martin Company. for the
United States Department of tkrgy
tinder contract DE-AC04-94ALS5000.
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